AVID DigitalXP sets a new standard in professional learning for college and career readiness.

It’s flexible. It’s all digital. Yet entirely human, combining the best teaching and learning with advantages only digital resources offer.

The AVID Digital Experience is unlike anything you’ve experienced. It closes the distance between learning and doing. Engage with colleagues to learn, practice, apply and reflect. Enjoy vast resources and virtual Communities of Practice.

Be inspired to act. Become more confident. Benefit from one-to-one virtual coaching. Build customized learning when you want.

We're on this journey with you.
High-Tech, High-Touch Learning Design

AVID DigitalXP goes all year with AVID staff supporting synchronous learning, facilitating your chosen Community of Practice, and providing virtual one-to-one coaching.

- Synchronous learning with various groups, including your school Site Team and a small Community of Practice
- Asynchronous discussion forums and resources to enhance your learning
- Personalized one-on-one virtual coaching
- Collaborating and building relationships at every step with your Site Team and chosen Community of Practice
- Implementation and delivery support
- All-digital resources and tools, easy-to-access, easy-to-use
- Professional learning only stops when you stop. All year long.

Two Focus Areas

Continuous Learning Within Your Community of Practice

Select either AVID DigitalXP for AVID Elective Teachers or AVID DigitalXP for AVID Excel Teachers. During the school year, access AVID’s vast digital resources, schedule one-to-one coaching, and dive into specialized content. You drive how far and fast your learning goes.

The best of our instructional practices

Familiar content incorporated with brand new content from learning design experts with deep experience in education.

A strong sense of community

Collaborating and building relationships at every step with your Site Team and chosen Community of Practice.

An entirely new kind of digital learning experience

All-digital resources and tools, easy to access, easy to use.
AVID DigitalXP is Relevant, Timely, and Unique

The Best from AVID: You count on AVID for practical instructional practices and classroom activities that can be used immediately in your classroom. We equip educators to provide the most engaging academic experiences, instill knowledge about opportunities, foster student agency, and believe in students so they can believe in themselves. Most educators have never had the opportunity to take part in outstanding digital learning experiences themselves. If we don’t close the digital teaching and learning gap for educators, we are less likely to close the learning gap of our students.

The Best from Digital Platforms: Limits go away. Flexibility goes up. AVID support follows you back to your school. AVID virtual coaching, your AVID-facilitated Community of Practice, and AVID’s vast digital resources are available when you want it.

The Best from Professional Learning Practices: Learn, practice and reflect side-by-side with educators in similar roles in an energetic, hands-on way, as we model best instructional practices.

AVID has always been a community for educators to recharge, get inspiration, and find resilience. We know that you need this community, now more than ever.

Talk with your AVID program staff today.
AVIDCare@avid.org | 1-833-284-3227 | AVIDDigitalXP.org